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Politics 

Sino-Indian border dispute over Pangong Tso Lake 
Clashes between the Indian and Chinese soldiers occur in the 
disputed portion of the Pangong Tso Lake where the 45km-long 
western portion is under Indian control and the rest China. 
 
383 air routes unlocked with new rules 
India seeks to reopen air travel on 383 routes across the 
country after a two-month gap. 
 
New Nepal map heightens land dispute with India 
Nepal releases new map that includes strategically important 
territory it disputes with India. 
 
Cyclone Amphan slams India and Bangladesh 
Millions fled and several deaths reported, but for the moment 
residents say it could have been worse. 
 
US sanctions on India remains on the table 
Last year, India made the first tranche of payment around 
US$800 million to Russia for the missile systems. 
 

Business 

India can become self-reliant in 12 sectors 
Several sectors have seen India’s competitive and comparative advantages over other countries. 
 
NHAI and experts are developing new financing approaches 
The National Highways Authority of India is working on new strategies to tap long-term investments. 
 
Finance Commission committee reports uncertainty 
India’s nominal GDP growth rate in 2020-21 could range between -6% and 1%. 
 
Bad news for domestic banking sector with NPA tolls 
India Ratings and Research (Ind-Ra) forecast banks may witness slippages or fresh non-performing 
assets (NPA) of US$75 billion 

Focus 

India does not need a bigger 
stimulus 
For now, it is more important 
for the government to keep 
things stable until it is clear 
how best to intervene. 
 
Indian states are rushing to 
undo laws protecting 
workers 
Rigid labour regulations killed 
jobs, but in some places the 
deregulation is going too far. 
 
Winning compensation from 
China is a long shot 
Legal claims do not stand a 
chance, but there are other 
kinds of punishment for the 
country. 
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Politics 

Sino-Indian border dispute over Pangong Tso Lake 

SUSHANT SINGH, The Indian Express, 20 May 2020 
 

NEW DELHI: The recent incidents at the Pangong Tso lake 
area between Indian and Chinese soldiers on the Line of 
Actual Control (LAC) involve a picturesque lake, mountains, 
helicopters, fighter jets, boats, eyeball-to-eyeball 
confrontation, fisticuffs and injuries. Even if all the 
ingredients of a thriller drama are present, this is a far serious 
business between two nuclear armed trans-Himalayan 
neighbours that has implications beyond the region. 

 
The disputed boundary between India and China is divided into three sectors: western, middle, and 
eastern. The countries disagree on the exact location of the LAC in various areas, so much so that India 
claims that the LAC is 3,488 km long while the Chinese believe it to be around 2,000 km long. The two 
armies try and dominate by patrol to the areas up to their respective perceptions of the LAC, often 
bringing them into conflict. 
 
The LAC mostly passes on the land, but Pangong Tso is a unique case where it passes through the water. 
The points in the water at which the Indian claim ends and Chinese claim begins are not agreed upon 
mutually. Most of the clashes between the two armies occur in the disputed portion of the lake. As 
things stand, 45 km-long western portion of the lake is under Indian control, while the rest is under 
China’s control. Eastern Ladakh forms the western sector, to the east of the Karakoram and Ladakh 
Ranges. It runs from the Karakoram Pass in the north — 18km from the country’s highest airfield at 
Daulat Beg Oldi — to Chumur in the south, almost bordering Himachal Pradesh. Pangong Tso lies closer 
to the centre of this 826 km long disputed border in eastern Ladakh. 
 
By itself, the lake does not have major tactical significance. But it lies in the path of the Chushul 
approach, one of the main approaches that China can use for an offensive into Indian-held territory. 
Indian assessments show that a major Chinese offensive, if it comes, will flow across both the north and 
south of the lake. During the 1962 war, this was where China launched its main offensive — the Indian 
Army fought heroically at Rezang La, the mountain pass on the southeastern approach to Chushul 
valley, where the Ahir Company of 13 Kumaon led by Maj. Shaitan Singh made its last stand. 
 
Over the years, the Chinese have built motorable roads along their banks of the Pangong Tso. At the 
People’s Liberation Army’s Huangyangtan base at Minningzhen, southwest of Yinchuan, the capital of 
China’s Ningxia Hui Autonomous Region, stands a massive to-scale model of this disputed area in Aksai 
Chin. It points to the importance accorded by the Chinese to the area. Even during peacetime, the 
difference in perception over where the LAC lies on the northern bank of the lake, makes this contested 
terrain. In 1999, when the Army unit from the area was moved to Kargil for Operation Vijay, China took 
the opportunity to build 5 km of road inside Indian territory along the lake’s bank. The 1999 road added 
to the extensive network of roads built by the Chinese in the area, which connect with each other and 
to the G219 Karakoram Highway. From one of these roads, Chinese positions physically overlook Indian 
positions on the northern tip of the Pangong Tso lake. 
 

https://indianexpress.com/article/what-is/what-is-pangon-lake-india-china-doklam-standoff-pangong-tso-ladakh-4798757/
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The barren mountains on the lake’s northern bank, called the Chang Chenmo, jut forward in major 
spurs, which the Army calls “fingers”. India claims that the LAC is coterminous with Finger 8, but it 
physically controls area only up to Finger 4. Chinese border posts are at Finger 8, while it believes that 
the LAC passes through Finger 2. The Chinese had attempted a permanent construction at Finger 4 
which was demolished after strong objection from India. Chinese use light vehicles on the road to 
patrol up to Finger 2. The Indian side patrols on foot and could go up to Finger 8. The fracas between 
Indian and Chinese soldiers earlier this month happened in this general area at Finger 5, which led to a 
“disengagement” between the two sides. The Chinese have now stopped the Indian soldiers moving 
beyond Finger 2. This is an eyeball-to-eyeball situation which is still developing. 
 
On the water, the Chinese had a major advantage with superior boats a few years back, but India soon 
purchased better Tampa boats that led to quicker and more aggressive responses. The drill for the 
boats is agreed upon by the two sidesIf a boat from the other side is spotted moving into own waters, 
an equal number of boats are dispatched to confront the intruders. The boats stop about 20 feet apart, 
and both sides unfurl the banners. Both banners are on red cloth, with white lettering. “You are in 
Indian waters. In the interest of peace and tranquility, we urge you to return,” reads the text in English 
and Mandarin on the Indian banner. Another set of banners is then unfolded by both sides, which reads: 
“In the interest of peace and tranquility we are returning to our side and we trust you will do the same”. 
The boats then move away and return to their respective sides. 
 
 

383 air routes unlocked with new rules 

Hindustan Times, 22 May 2020 
 
NEW DELHI: India will reopen air travel on 383 routes across the country after a two-month gap, the 
government announced on Thursday, but allowed one-third of the operations beginning May 25 and 
set limits on fares that airlines can charge in the initial phase of this critical unlocking of swift 
long-distance travel. Civil aviation minister Hardeep Puri said the government has identified seven 
bands based on flight durations, while announcing a set of norms for airlines and guidelines for 
passengers that outline how air travel is set to change in India in the aftermath of the coronavirus 
disease (Covid-19) outbreak. 
 
According to data by Directorate General of Civil Aviation 
(DGCA), flights in the first phase will operate on all routes, 
taking off from a total of 35 origin cities and landing in 39 
destination airports. The metro cities were identified as Delhi, 
Mumbai, Bengaluru, Chennai, Hyderabad, and Kolkata. The 
rule will be applicable for metro to non-metro operations as 
well. Though there are several guidelines for social distancing 
in airports and at embarkation and disembarkation points, 
the middle seat will not be kept vacant in the aircraft. 
 
The seven bands identified by the government are: flights with duration of less than 40 minutes (Sector 
A), those with journey time of 40-60 minutes (Sector B), 60-90 minutes (Sector C), 90-120 minutes 
(Sector D), 120-150 minutes (Sector E), 150-180 minutes (Sector F) and 180-210 minutes (Sector G). The 
government said 40% of the tickets in all bands will be sold at a price less than the mid-point (of the 
lower and upper limits). In case of a Delhi-Mumbai journey, these tickets will be priced at around 
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Rs6,700 (US$88.26). The move to set fare limits will ensure there is no overcharging by airlines in view 
of an expected rush of passengers and heightened demand for tickets, Puri said. At the same time, the 
move to set lower limits is expected to protect carriers from extremely low fares set by competitors. 
 
Sector A domestic flights will have lower and upper limits of Rs2,000 (US$26.35) and Rs6,000 
(US$79.04). For sector B, the lower and upper fare limits are Rs2,500 (US$32.93) and Rs7,500 
(US$98.80). In sector C, the lower fare limit is Rs3,000 (US$39.52) and the upper limit is Rs9,000 
(US$118.56). Flights between 120 and 150 minutes will have lower and upper limits of Rs4,500 
(US$59.28) and Rs13,000 (US$171.26). The lower and upper limits for sector F are set at Rs5,500 
(US$72.45) and Rs15,700 (US$206.82). Finally, for sector G the range will be Rs6,500 (US$85.63) and 
Rs18,600 (US$245.03). Global airlines’ body International Air Transport Association (IATA) said the 
decision to regulate airfares is a “step back”. “Airlines need to have the freedom to make their 
commercial decisions, including the pricing of airfares. Hence, we recognise and hope that this is a 
one-time measure because of Covid-19 and will be discontinued on August 24,” IATA assistant director 
Albert Tjoeng told news agency PTI. 
 
 

New Nepal map heightens land dispute with India 

Al Jazeera, 21 May 2020 
 

NEW DELHI: Nepal has published a new political map that includes 
a small stretch of disputed land, toughening its stance on a 
decades-long row over the territory with India, which has rejected 
the move. The new map that shows a sliver of land - including 
Limpiyadhura, Lipulekh and Kalapani - jutting out from the 
northwestern tip of Nepal was made public on Wednesday by 
Land Management Minister Padma Aryal, who said the occasion 
was "historically pleasant" for Nepal and its people. 

 
Nepal's communist Prime Minister KP Sharma Oli has been under intense pressure from student groups 
and members of parliament to issue the new map since India inaugurated a controversial road this 
month. On March 8, India opened an 80km (50-mile) road linking its northern state of Uttarakhand with 
Lipulekh on the border with Tibet across the controversial piece of land. 
 
Nepal claims the territory under an 1816 treaty with the British East India Company, which sets the Kali 
river as its western boundary with India and says the land lying east of the river was its territory. 
Nepalese officials said the exact size of the territory was being calculated. A cabinet meeting on 
Monday decided to publish a new map that includes Lipulekh and zones in Kalapani and Limpiyadhura. 
The zones form a region of more than 300sq km (115sq miles) considered important because it is 
where the Nepalese and Indian borders touch China. 
 
But India, which says the land is its territory, rejected Nepal's "unilateral act", saying it was not based 
on historical facts and evidence. India has stationed a security post in the Kalapani area since its border 
war with China in 1962. India and Nepal had both shown Kalapani and Lipulekh in their political maps, 
but Nepal had not previously shown Limpiyadhura. Nepali officials said the new map will be printed in 
school and college textbooks and official documents and will be used for all administrative purposes. 
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Cyclone Amphan slams India and Bangladesh 

JEFFREY GETTLEMAN et. al., The New York Times, 20 May 2020 
 
NEW DELHI: Amphan tore through eastern India and Bangladesh on Wednesday, knocking down trees, 
smashing countless shacks and killing at least several people, but, it appeared, causing less devastation 
than initially feared. The combination of an impressive evacuation effort 
and the storm weakening as it swirled onto land seems to have spared 
many lives. Just a few days ago, meteorologists were calling the cyclone 
one of the most dangerous storms in decades. Preparations for it were 
complicated by the fact that the cyclone hit in the middle of the 
pandemic, with both India and Bangladesh locked down and 
experiencing an alarming rise in coronavirus infections. 
 
Many villagers along India’s coast were apprehensive about rushing into packed emergency shelters, 
where they feared they would catch the virus. Hundreds of shelters were not even available because 
they had been converted into quarantine centers two weeks ago. By Wednesday evening, more than 
three million people had been whisked from their homes along the Bay of Bengal and were staying in 
shelters. The Bangladeshi authorities also managed to evacuate 520,997 animals including cows, goats, 
buffalo, chickens, and ducks. One of the worst-hit cities was Kolkata, home to many fragile buildings 
hundreds of years old. The eye of the cyclone passed close to the city, bringing with it 
100-mile-per-hour winds and ropes of rain. The storm split trees into pieces, exploded transformers, 
tipped over electricity poles, and damaged many homes. 
 
As the cyclone bore down, humanitarian organizations were especially worried about the one million 
Rohingya refugees stuck in muddy camps in coastal Bangladesh. But the storm skirted that area, 
dumping it with heavy rains but not washing away homes. The Indian and Bangladeshi authorities are 
also getting good at large-scale coastal evacuations. After a cyclone in 1999 killed thousands of people, 
both governments build hundreds of new emergency shelters. The structures have proved storm 
worthy. Officials have also tightened up their methods of getting the word out. All day Tuesday and 
Wednesday, emergency crews plied the beach roads, urging people through megaphones to leave their 
homes and go to the evacuation shelters. “Do Not Go Out in The Storm,” said a message featured 
prominently on Indian television stations. 
 
The cyclone made landfall around 4 p.m. near the Indian town of Digha with wind speeds between 80 
and 100 miles per hour. The cyclone washed away bridges connecting Indian islands to the mainland 
and left many areas without electricity or phone service. But many residents said this was better than 
they had expected. On Monday, Cyclone Amphan swept over the Bay of Bengal as the strongest 
cyclone ever recorded in the region. But by Tuesday a phenomenon called vertical wind shear — the 
shifting of winds with altitude — had disrupted the storm’s rotational structure, weakening it. Amphan 
initially grew powerful because the waters it passed over were exceedingly warm, as high as 88 degrees 
in parts of the Indian Ocean. Warmer water provides more energy to fuel such rotating storms. 
 
Climate change is raising ocean temperatures, but other factors, including natural variability, can play a 
role. While it is not possible to say whether any one specific storm like Amphan was made more 
powerful by climate change, scientists have long expected that tropical storms like it will increase in 
strength as the world warms. 
 

https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/21/world/asia/cyclone-amphan-india-bangladesh.html
https://timesofindia.indiatimes.com/india/covid-19-cases-in-india-cross-1-lakh-mark-over-3000-dead/articleshow/75816534.cms
https://www.telegraphindia.com/states/west-bengal/iit-kharagpur-professors-behind-life-saver-shelters/cid/1690016
https://www.nytimes.com/2020/05/18/climate/climate-changes-hurricane-intensity.html
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US sanctions on India remains on the table 

The Tribune, 21 May 2020 
 

WASHINGTON: The possibility of US sanctions on India for buying the 
multi-billion dollar S-400 missile system from Russia remains on the table, a 
top American diplomat has said, asserting that New Delhi will have to make 
a strategic commitment to technologies and platforms. In October 2018, 
India signed a USD 5 billion deal with Russia to buy five units of the S-400 air 
defence missile systems, notwithstanding warning from America that going 
ahead with the contract may invite US sanctions under the Countering 
America's Adversaries Through Sanctions Act (CAATSA). 
 

Last year, India made the first tranche of payment of around US$800 million to Russia for the missile 
systems. The S-400 is known as Russia's most advanced long-range surface-to-air missile defence 
system. The US had imposed sanctions on Russia under the stringent CAATSA. The law also provides for 
punitive action against countries purchasing defence hardware from Russia. "CAATSA has not moved 
off the table. I think the more important conversation to have is at this level of sophistication and as 
India is moving to adopt the highest level of technological systems, it really becomes a question of 
which system do they want to operate within," Wells (picture top-left) responded to a question posed 
by former US Ambassador to India Richard Verma. 
 
At the same time, the top US diplomat for South Asia who will retire on May 22 after a 31-year-long 
career, referred to the growing defence relationship between the two countries. India's growing 
capabilities as a first responder have also been on display in the Indian Ocean where it has been 
delivering COVID relief, often using US-origin platforms to dozens of countries. Wells said the US sees 
India as a global power and understands the country's global interests which it seeks to protect 
diplomatically, politically, economically, and militarily. The US and India share a vision for an 
Indo-Pacific order that respects sovereignty and rule of law. Jaishankar told US Secretary of State Mike 
Pompeo in June last year that India would go by its national interest while dealing with other countries, 
including with sanctions-hit Russia from whom New Delhi is procuring S-400 missile defence systems. 
 
The personal rapport between President Trump and Prime Minister Narendra Modi is clear and it has 
clearly helped the relationship, said Wells. "Another example is the QUAD, which is well on its way to 
becoming one of the premier forums of the Indio-Pacific. In just the past year, we held the inaugural 
QUAD ministerial meeting. We saw QUAD ambassadors meeting regularly in countries across the Pacific 
and we convened experts’ meetings on counter-terrorism, cyber issues, and maritime security," she 
said. QUAD is an informal strategic dialogue between the US, Japan, Australia, and India that is 
maintained by talks between member countries. 
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Business 

India can become self-reliant in 12 sectors 

Financial Express, 21 May 2020 
 

NEW DELHI: The government has identified 12 sectors, including auto components, 
textiles, industrial machinery and furniture, where focus would be given with a view 
to make India a self-reliant country and a global supplier, Commerce and Industry 
Minister Piyush Goyal (picture left) said on Thursday. He said a self-reliant India will 
ensure production of quality products on a large scale, fulfill India’s requirements and 
boost export of surplus production. “There are a number of sectors that have been 
identified in which India’s competitive and comparative advantage over the other 
countries is seen. We have identified 12 sectors in which not only will India be 

‘Aatmanirbhar’ (self-reliant) but can also lead the global supply chain,” he said in a conversation 
with BJP leader Sambit Patra on steps being taken by the ministry to combat the COVID-19 crisis. 
 
In these 12 sectors — food processing; organic farming; iron; aluminium and copper; agro chemicals; 
electronics; industrial machinery; furniture; leather and shoes; auto parts; textiles; and coveralls, masks, 
sanitisers and ventilators — India can become a global supplier, the minister said. “We will study these 
sectors in a focused way so that it can be manufactured in India in a competitive way…. Self-reliant 
India does not mean that we are getting isolated from the world,” he said adding that it will lead to 
increase in India’s share in global trade. Talking specifically about the sectors, Goyal said organic 
farming holds huge demand and if farmers adopt this and increase production of crops like maize and 
corn, it can help in food security as well as making ethanol, which can be used to blend with oil, to cut 
India’s oil import bill. On iron ore, he said the industry can look at significantly increasing steel 
production from 100 million tonnes to 300 million tonnes. 
 
India used to import electronic goods significantly but now, this industry here is progressing and 
making mobile and its parts, he said adding that “why can’t India make products like set-top boxes, 
solar power systems and telecom network products. We have studied this sector”. He also said huge 
potential is there in agro chemicals, pharma, and APIs (active pharma ingredients). Import of industrial 
machinery has flooded domestic markets, “Now, we want that India’s capital goods industry should 
stand again and we should import only those machines whose technology we do not have. We are not 
stopping imports…we want to be self-reliant,” the minister said. 
 
Similarly, he said furniture is a US$264.4 billion global market and out of this, the Indian industry can 
look at tapping US$39 – 52 billion market as it can help generate employment for about 2 to 2.5 million 
people. “Our team is also working on the leather and shoes sector. Do we have to depend on imports 
for that?” he said adding that textiles and auto components also holds huge potential for industry. 
Further, he said that due to the coronavirus-induced lockdown, industry has been impacted as work 
was not happening in factories. “We have studied these sectors, discussed with industry…which can 
make India self-reliant and a global power… In these sectors, we have competitive and comparative 
advantage… India can become a global production centre,” he added. 
 
 
 
 

http://www.financialexpress.com/tag/bharatiya-janata-party/
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NHAI and experts are developing new financing approaches 

DIPAK K DASH, Times of India, 22 May 2020 
 
NEW DELHI: The National Highways Authority of India (NHAI) has started working on new strategies to 
tap long-term investment from different sources including from insurance, pension, and foreign funds 
and also to get soft loan from multi-lateral agencies such as World Bank, ADB, and New Development 
Bank (earlier known as BRICS bank). The intense exercise has started amid clear indications of fall in oll 
revenue, reduction in fuel cess and subdued response to the monetisation of completed highway 
projects, the three key sources for NHAI’s finances. 
 
An NHAI official said they have engaged a team of experts “recommended by World Bank” and another 
external expert has been appointed as advisor (finance) who has worked in a major public sector 
insurance company. Sources said the group of experts will have the responsibility to carry out 
background review, compile data, and will be tasked with “developing new financing approaches in the 
current financial horizon”. They added the experts will identify the required investment and potential 
investors and will also provide credit risk mitigation support. 
 
Despite the government’s effort, private investment has not revived in this sector and NHAI has been 
fully funding highway development projects in most of the cases. Sources admitted that conventional 
source of financing – budgetary support and toll revenue – are o more enough to provide comfort to 
NHAI to get more fund in the form of loan. Though it has a plan to auction completed projects to raise 
about Rs1 trillion (US$13 billion) in the next four years, the current condition is not conducive for this. 
 
High increase in land and road construction expenses have pushed the per km cost of stretches under 
Bharatmala by 63% more than what the Cabinet had approved, thereby making these financially 
unsustainable. According to estimates, NHAI would require about Rs10.9 trillion (US$144.9 billion) by 
2025 against the earlier projected availability of about Rs8.85 trillion (US$117 billion) and this fund 
availability would include approved borrowing of about Rs4.35 trillion (US$57.5 billion). 
 
 

Finance Commission committee reports uncertainty 

The Hindu, 21 May 2020 
 

NEW DELHI: India’s nominal GDP growth rate in 2020-21 could range between -6% 
and 1%, according to members of the 15th Finance Commission’s committee on the 
fiscal consolidation roadmap, which met via video conferencing on Thursday. The 
Commission’s Chairman N.K. Singh (picture left) said participants in the meeting had 
wide variations of opinion in terms of nominal GDP growth projections, ranging 
between -6% and 1%, as well as on whether the economy would experience a 
V-shaped or U-shaped recovery. 

 
Nominal GDP growth does not take inflation into account and is thus higher than real GDP growth. For 
reference, the federal government projected a 10% nominal GDP growth rate for this year in the 
February Budget. For 2019-20, the nominal growth was estimated at 7.5%. Singh feels that the 
government’s reforms as part of the Aatmanirbhar (self-reliant) stimulus package were meant to spur 
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about an 8% growth in the medium term even if they did not help with the immediate situation. He 
also endorsed the government’s reform conditions to allow states to exceed their current borrowing 
limits, although several state governments have objected to this. 
The Finance Commission’s high-level group on health, headed by All India Institute of Medical Sciences 
Director Randeep Guleria, also met on Thursday, to review its earlier recommendations in view of the 
Covid-19 pandemic. It has now recommended an immediate beefing up of health infrastructure in 
areas with a cluster of positive patients, and also discussed how to address the growing needs of rural 
health infrastructure and manpower, especially with migrants returning from the cities often carrying 
the virus to their villages. 
 
“There is a wide disparity between the per capita health personnel available in various states. The 
situation in rural Bihar and Jharkhand is dramatically different from the cities. We considered how 
technology can be used to bridge that gap,” said Singh. The anaesthetists who are needed to operate 
ventilators are crucially missing in many rural areas, even while manufacture of the machines has been 
stepped up. There was also a suggestion to allow final year MBBS students to begin practising in some 
areas, as well as some discussion about the need for a national health service. In the medium term, the 
government’s financial outlay on the health sector must increase significantly from the current 0.9% of 
GDP. Suggestions were also made with regards to improving the reach of the Ayushman Bharat scheme 
(a part of the Indian’s government’s National Health Policy aimed at providing free health coverage at 
secondary and tertiary level to its bottom 40% poor), especially among out-patient cases. 
 
 

Bad news for domestic banking sector with NPA tolls 

The Telegraph, 22 May 2020 
 
MUMBAI: The domestic banking sector, already grappling with bad loans worth US$119 billion, may be 
in for more bad news because of coronavirus that has crimped economic activity. India Ratings and 
Research (Ind-Ra) on Thursday forecast banks may witness slippages, or fresh non-performing assets 
(NPAs), of US$75.37 billion. This means a gross NPA ratio of 15 per cent for domestic banks. According 
to the rating agency, the Covid-19 led lockdown has intensified the domestic macro-economic concerns 
over GDP growth, employment, and demand-supply. Major disruption and loss of economic activity 
across all the domestic sectors prompted Ind-Ra to revise downwards its GDP estimates for the current 
fiscal to 1.9 per cent, the lowest in 29 years. 
 
“With a significant drop in economic activity, Ind-Ra expects most sectors in India to experience varying 
degrees of revenue contraction during 2020-21 because of demand and supply disruptions. This 
presents fresh challenges for banks which over the last four years have been reeling under corporate 
stress,” it said. The agency added that banks have already faced elevated provisions resulting from the 
corporate stress cycle over 2015-16 to 2020. Banks had largely provided for the stress and were 
progressing towards a more moderated credit cost cycle. However, the Covid-19 related measures are 
likely to result in another cycle of stress. Here, it added, the pressure on non-corporate segments is 
likely to intensify. Forecasting corporate slippages of US$44.96 billion in the current fiscal, India Ratings 
said that based on its vulnerability framework and stress analysis of 30,000 companies, the total 
standard-but-stressed corporate pool may increase from 3.8 per cent of the total bank credit as of 
December (pre-Covid-19 levels) 2019 to up to 6.6 per cent under its post Covid-19 corporate stress 
case.  
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Focus 

India does not need a bigger stimulus 

MIHIR SHARMA, Bloomberg, 21 May 2020 
 
WASHINGTON: When Prime Minister Narendra Modi recently announced a stimulus package for 
India, he said it was worth Rs. 20 trillion — $265 billion, equivalent to about 10% of the country’s GDP. 
This seemed to fit in with the amounts being spent by some rich OECD economies to deal with the 
fallout from the Covid-19 pandemic. Equity markets exulted. In India, though, it is usually wise to wait 
for the details. Now that they are out, the markets — and many economists — are disappointed. Actual 
spending is a fraction of what Modi promised — perhaps as little as 1% of GDP. Once equity traders 
added up the package’s components, the markets duly sank back into gloom. 
 
In fact, Modi and his advisers have gotten it right, and governments around the world could learn from 
their caution. While India’s fast-growing economy faces an unprecedented slowdown thanks to the 
pandemic — shrinking as much as 45% annualized in the second quarter of 2020, according to Goldman 
Sachs — spending on everything in sight isn’t the best solution. India’s policymakers found the correct 
prescription because they began with the proper diagnosis. A bigger stimulus would have been the 
right way to address a crisis in aggregate demand. But that’s not India’s problem: Until we figure out 
the best way to reopen, the country needs less economic activity not more. The real issue is the 
lockdown imposed to slow the spread of the new coronavirus. 
 
Instead of wasting money it does not have, the government has tried to address the problem we do 
have. Government spending works if no other event, policy, or signal can address the coordination 
problems that underlie a collapse in aggregate demand. In this case, we know there is such a signal: an 
end to the current emergency. In the interim, what the government needs to do is figure out how to 
preserve those things that would allow the economy to respond to that signal — lives, businesses, and 
contracts. Yes, that can cost money and governments are the spenders of last resort. But even more 
important than the government’s ability to pay is its ability to absorb risk and provide liquidity. India’s 
rescue package is structured around precisely these strengths. It includes the promise, for example, of 
roughly $40 billion in collateral-free loans to small businesses that would be completely guaranteed by 
the government. 
 
We can quibble over the details, but you can see the government’s rationale. People who believe their 
business will recover can take on a loan for payments that they have to make; banks will be happy to 
cover them, since they are being underwritten by the government. Instead of the government figuring 
out who to pay to reopen the economy, banks and businesses will make the decision. While we will 
have to see how it works in practice, the idea is sound. Thanks to this focus on liquidity support and risk 
underwriting instead of across-the-board spending, India’s debt might remain under control instead of 
exploding. Most importantly, Modi’s government has not been foolish enough to reverse decades of 
painful institutional reform and demand the central bank start monetizing its debt. That would have 
spelled the death knell for India as a mature economy — and sent borrowing rates for everyone 
through the roof.  
 
If some economists are furious, that’s because economists, like generals, are always battling the last 
crisis. India’s government learned from it instead, according to Finance Minister Nirmala Sitharaman: 
After the 2008 financial crisis, the government “just opened the floodgates and kept it open for a long 

https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-12/india-boosts-aid-to-economy-with-package-totaling-265-billion
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-13/india-stock-futures-jump-after-modi-pledges-265-billion-package
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-18/india-stocks-fall-as-stimulus-seen-too-little-to-buoy-demand
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-17/goldman-sees-worst-india-recession-with-45-second-quarter-slump
https://www.livemint.com/news/india/finance-ministry-circulates-draft-details-of-rs-3-lakh-crore-automatic-loan-scheme-to-msmes-11589460050357.html
https://www.business-standard.com/article/economy-policy/i-ve-to-be-careful-am-answerable-to-parliament-fm-nirmala-sitharaman-120052000084_1.html
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time. At the end of the day, you had [the 2013] taper tantrum, double-digit inflation and food inflation 
hitting the roof.” Caution is wise. Unlike many of their global peers, India’s policymakers seem to 
recognize that, faced with an unprecedented emergency, their primary responsibility is to keep things 
stable until it is clear how best to intervene. It is not to dissolve one institutional constraint after 
another on the pretext of fighting this crisis. 
 
Modi’s economic record has been far from exceptional, so how has his government proven so astute at 
this moment? Perhaps it’s because the prime minister himself is something of a fiscal hawk. Or perhaps 
fears that India might be downgraded concentrated minds in New Delhi. Had ratings agencies 
downgraded India, there would have been no chance of borrowing enough to provide stimulus when it 
might be needed — whether six, 12 or 18 months from now. And, yes, more spending will probably be 
required. If this emergency lasts long enough, India’s poor will need direct cash transfers, for example. 
Let us hope that income support, when it comes, is as cautiously designed. For now, look to Modi’s 
India as a global example, not a disappointment. 
 
 

Indian states are rushing to undo laws protecting workers 

The Economist, 18 May 2020 
 
NEW DELHI: After two months of near-total lockdown, India’s 1.3 billion people need relief. During that 
time, the country has reported 3,000 covid-19 deaths, yet some 120 million have been thrown out of 
work. Among the extremely poor, the devastation is cruel. A just-published survey of some 4,000 
working beneficiaries of various aid schemes from ten different NGOs found that two-thirds had lost 
their jobs, and almost half did not have enough cash to survive more than a week. Among those who 
pay rent, three-quarters said they will not be able to pay the coming months. India’s federal and state 
governments have tried hard to help, with everything from cash handouts to bags of free food. Modi on 
May 12th pledged an overall stimulus amounting to some $266bn, around 10% of GDP. Much of that 
has already been disbursed, however, or takes the form of loan guarantees for businesses, tax relief 
and other measures that are aimed at middle-class Indians, not the neediest. Among the urban poor 
recently surveyed, 31% had yet to receive any free food and 70% any cash from the government. 
 
With little capacity to do more, some Indian states have taken a radically different approach. Hoping to 
stimulate employment at home, at least nine of India’s 36 states and territories have imposed changes 
to labour codes that in normal times might have faced fierce opposition. Five states have issued 
ordinances increasing the maximum legal workday from eight hours to 11 or 12. The maximum working 
week in Uttar Pradesh, a poor state with some 220 million people, has been extended from 48 hours to 
72. Madhya Pradesh on May 6th announced that for the next 1,000 days, new investors will be 
exempted from a swathe of labour rules, ignored by labour inspectors, and insulated from trade unions. 
Uttar Pradesh then upped the ante by offering similar incentives for three years to all firms, not just 
new ones. Not to be outdone, Gujarat declared it would grant labour-law exemptions for 1,200 days 
from the start of production of any new venture in the state. Other states joining this race to the 
bottom include Assam, Haryana, Odisha, Punjab, Rajasthan, and Uttarakhand. Most happen to be 
governed by Modi’s Hindu-nationalist Bharatiya Janata Party (BJP). All have made use of the 
exceptional circumstances, including the fact that state legislatures are out of session, to issue the new 
rules as emergency ordinances. 
 

https://www.rediff.com/business/column/why-modi-deserves-praise-for-this-budget/20180212.htm
https://www.bloomberg.com/news/articles/2020-05-20/debt-woes-derail-india-s-plan-to-deliver-stronger-fiscal-support?sref=yNWEmIYe
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The giddy leap in joblessness is the most obvious reason to make 
hiring easier. Another is the hope of luring foreign firms. Among the 
obstacles cited by foreign investors to explain their historical 
wariness of India, the volume, stringency, and sheer giddiness of 
labour rules is one of the most bemoaned. Much of India’s labour 
legislation dates from the dreamy post-independence years. The 
crisis presents an opportunity to reshape the economy in the process. 
One reason why India has lost so many jobs so quickly is that nine out 
of ten jobs are in the informal sector. The persistence of this ratio can 
be explained by cumbersome labour rules that create incentives for 
companies either to stay small, to subcontract employment, or to 
invest in capital equipment rather than bigger workforce. The 

Industrial Employment (Standing Orders) Act 1946 requires any establishment with more than 100 
workers to secure government approval if it wishes to fire anyone, or even to reassign personnel. 
 
Economists have long demanded labour-law reform, arguing that it would create not only more jobs 
but better, more formal ones. Had such changes been made, India might well have been spared some 
of its current mess. Yet many economists now protest state governments. Some note that it is often not 
the laws that are onerous so much as the slow and haphazard legal system that is meant to apply them. 
T.N. Ninan, editor of the Business Standard, notes that governments that act arbitrarily may simply 
make investors wonder if they will be at the receiving end of similar arbitrariness tomorrow. Rajiv Bajaj, 
owner of one of India’s top two-and three-wheeled vehicle brands, says reforms should not mean 
wholesale abandonment of rules, but Indian governments have “mastered the art of swinging from one 
end of the pendulum to the other.” More worryingly for BJP, some of the fiercest opposition has come 
from the Bharatiya Mazdoor Sangh. Claiming 10 million members, the group is not just India’s biggest 
independent labour organisation. More importantly it belongs to the sangh parivar or “family” of 
Hindu-nationalist groups that spawned the BJP itself. In the end, even if scrapping labour rules does 
end up benefiting the workers they were designed to protect, their troubles are acute. What they need 
now is cash in hand, not a better chance of future employment. 
 
 

Winning compensation from China is a long shot 

SREERAM CHAULIA, Nikkei Asian Review, 22 May 2020 
 
SONIPAT: Many countries are joining a chorus of criticism against China for its mishandling of the 
coronavirus, which originated in the central city of Wuhan. They are threatening to sue China and 
extract damages for the tremendous loss of lives and livelihoods the pandemic has inflicted around the 
world. U.S. President Donald Trump vowed that he would seek "a lot more money than Germany's 
talking about". The state of Missouri has filed a case in an American court against the Chinese 
government for failing to prevent the global pandemic. Voices in Britain, France, Australia and 
elsewhere have called for a thorough international inquiry into the origins and early proliferation of the 
virus out of China. Chinese President Xi Jinping has parried this push by saying any "comprehensive 
review" should only happen "after the virus is brought under control." Could a flood of lawsuits 
demanding financial compensation for spreading the coronavirus drown China? Not so fast. 
Nation-states enjoy sovereign immunity and cannot be prosecuted in courts. But there are other ways 
of pursuing justice and finding redress. 
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The allegation of Brazilian education minister Abraham Weintraub that coronavirus is part of China's 
"infallible plan for world domination" has takers in countries which fear Chinese hegemonic designs. 
But pinning down a sinister motive for China to wreak havoc on global public health and the world 
economy is futile. China itself has incurred the deaths of thousands of its citizens and is also facing the 
sharpest fall in its GDP in four decades because of the virus. China's Communist rulers live and die by 
chasing economic growth targets and they can hardly be raising toasts and celebrating the wreckage 
they confront from the pandemic. There is little precedent for countries being forced to pay damages 
for pandemics. Germany was compelled to pay reparations under the Treaty of Versailles after the First 
World War on the basis that it launched a war of aggression with imperialistic motives. Both Germany 
and Japan paid reparations after the Second World War following the rules of the Potsdam Conference 
of 1945 and the Treaty of Peace of 1951. Coronavirus has been compared to the world wars in terms of 
its planetary destruction, but imputing that China unleashed the virus as an act of war is not tenable. 
Moreover, determining accountability for the COVID-19 pandemic is geopolitically fraught. Trump's lack 
of a multilateral coalition-building strategy gives leeway to China to divide the world and argue that the 
compensation claims are diversionary tactics to cover up failures by Western politicians rather than 
universally shared concerns. 
 

Countries which are reliant on China are being required to 
profusely thank Beijing for the medical supplies and 
shipments it is sending. China's "mask diplomacy" -- it has 
pledged $2 billion in foreign aid to combat the virus -- is 
complicated by the shoddy quality of its medical exports, 
but it is keeping governments of many recipient nations 
quiet on the reparations issue. Dozens of developing 
countries joined a bid for a WHO-led inquiry into the global 

responses to the virus, but the proposed probe does not specifically target China in an intrusive manner. 
At the U.N. Security Council, Western powers have tried and failed to get a joint declaration issued 
which explicitly states that the virus originated in China at a specific point in time. With Russia on its 
side, China can blunt official condemnation by the international community. The absence of a firm and 
unanimous Security Council rap on the knuckles leaves legal challenges to China on tenuous territory. 
 
Getting big powers to acknowledge guilt or offer compensation rarely works. No country received 
reparations from the U.S. even though Wall Street and the political system backing American financial 
mega-businesses were responsible for the 2008 global economic crash. None of the worst per capita 
emitters of greenhouse gases, including the U.S., Australia, and Canada, have paid up for their 
environmental crimes to countries hit hardest by climate change. Is there no hope of bringing China to 
book over the pandemic? There are nonlegal ways in which aggrieved countries can punish China, 
especially by reducing dependence on it for their supply chains, as Japan and the U.S. are setting out to 
do. The mantra that countries should invest less in China is gaining currency as they realize their 
strategic vulnerability during grave emergencies. Trump has mooted additional trade tariffs as the 
"ultimate punishment" for China's "horrible mistake" and threatened the U.S. "could cut off the whole 
relationship" with China, but disinvestment will be a more fundamental comeuppance. In terms of soft 
power, China's image in international public opinion has taken a severe beating because of the 
coronavirus. Whichever way China tries to spin the narrative, the sore feeling that it seeded the 
pandemic will not be erased in people's minds. It is a small solace but a symbolically important one that 
the court of global public opinion, if not a formal court, holds China culpable. In the long run, the 
coronavirus catastrophe could diminish China's overall power and prestige. That is the most any seeker 
of justice can realistically get. 


